
 

 

2023 Hoo Hoo Shoot – Preview 
 
Nothing seems to change for the Serb (see your watch).  The Serb is perpetually out of time.  The Serb likes to simply say that the Serb is 

timeless, but the Serb knows the fans are angry, unhappy, and infuriated.  Why?  Why does the Serb live behind the Serb’s magic 8-ball?  Is 

it the Serb’s Serial Precrasternation?  (the Serb will get back to you on 

that).  The Serb’s Irreverant Ambivity? (the Serb is not really sure).  The 

Serb’s Overwhelming Preoccupaciousness? (the Serb wasn’t really 

listening).  Maybe it is just that the Serb has lots of other things pulling 

on the Serb’s precious time.  Did you ever think of that?  Is the Serb is 

the only one with an iphone?  With the X App?  With 

paramountprimeflix+?  Has only the Serb has heard about this Travlor Skwelce situation?   The Serb is busy.  If you got the time, the Serb is 

a little sad for you.     

 

All ass, the facts is the facts.  There are only one the Serb.  Who else calls the calls and predicts the predicts like the Serb (and the Serb’s 

magic 8-ball).  That’s Right!  NOBODY.  The peoples love the Serb, welts and all.    

 

So now, the Serb probably has about a minute to make some insightful comments:  Hold on.  OTSG!  She is gonna be at the Jets game! 

 

(50 seconds) The HHS is great.  The field is a perfect mathematical square!  Boulieresque (look it up).  The whoseinwhoseout gymnastics 

were the first act again, but this TD stuck the landing.   

 

(40 seconds) World #1 is out, but 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are in.  A rookie is #2 and maybe the HHS favorite.  Ludvig Von Berktoven could finish the 

year with three wins, the MMAP title, POY and ROY awards, and a fine fresh lion pelt on display in one of his many expansive manses. 

 

(30 seconds) Inexplicably out is Weave and in is something called A-Head for pool play (the Serb has some long term memory loss.  Short 

term is fine.  Short term is fine.)   And Mt Hawley got the controversial call to the Show.  The Serb loves this lineup.  Shapely courses.  Great 

September weather.  Ooh Ooh Wee. That feels good!  

 

(20 seconds)  The Serb wonders: “what of this new Trips Manning format?”  A triumph for the TD.  But flackful for the baby daddy’s in the 

field.  The Serb has mild intestinal discomfort to think that this grand feast of golf could find an empty toilet bowl on Sunday.  That The Serb 

knows all too well is no way to live.      

 

(last 10 seconds)  Here is list of participants (no popular order):   

 

(14)  BT3    (8)  BDD 

(13)  JRY (3)  STL-Defending Champ 

(6)  DOED (4)  LUF** 

(20) AMB (5)  TST** 

(10)  MSG (2)  BKB-Rookie** 

(19)  TBK  (15)  ERN 

(UNR) W (UNR) MEL  

(UNR) ICN-Rookie (UNR) 3M-Rookie 

 

 

The Serb’s Prediction:  (How about some BONUS TIME? The Serb after all is a generous the Serb…enjoy, punks)   

 
  Pool Play Winners  Bracket Play Eventualities 

  PESTILENCE:  STL   Toilet Bowl:    TST, MEL, W, ERN  

  WAR:   BKB  Losers Bracket:   BKB, TBK, MSG, ICN 

  FAMINE:  LUF  Consolation Bracket:  AMB, BDD, 3M, BT3   

  DEATH:  ERN  Championship Bracket:  JRY, LUF, DOED, STL  
        Darkhorses to Win (the Serb’s second chance):  TBK, MSG, 3M 

 

 

2023 HHS Champion:  DOED 
(2023 MMAP Cup Winner:  LUF) 

 

NOTES: 
Strong Field.  Long.  Lithe. These proverbial buttocks are sublime.   

Multitudes of dudes with attitudes (as J. Chiles and/or Teddy Seuss 

might say). 
(##) = OWGR 

** = destiny owner is the 2023 MMAP Cup 

Defending Champ = Defending HHS Champion 
Rookie = Majors Rookie 

 

 


